
Partner Manager helps organizations modernize and automate their  
supply chain management technology with the first cloud-native B2B  
trading partner management tool. 

Automate, track, and manage B2B integrations 

Many organizations drown in manual configuration, testing, and fixing  errors 
every time they onboard a new trading partner. With Partner  Manager, B2B 
messaging protocols like EDI are simple enough that even  non-developers 
can manage connections.  

Connect to any network 
With built-in compatibility, Partner Manager supports all industry standard 
protocols to simplify connectivity with your trading partners.  Protocol 
support includes EDI, AS2, FTPS, SMTP, HTTP, EDI, X12, and more. 

No-code solution 
With nothing hidden in code, Partner Manager puts the power and  control of 
integrating applications into the hands of the people who  need the data. 

Built to work on Talend 
Designed to work seamlessly with Talend integration and data platforms.  
Leverage Talend’s leading ESB to plug into full B2B capabilities.
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Info Links

PortX Partner Manager > 

PortX Integration Manager > 

Digital Transformation > 

Partner Manager 
use case 

We partnered with a 
multinational  
manufacturing company 
that  wanted to automate its 
supply  chain management. 
Its goal was  to synchronize 
the connections,  parsing, 
and aggregation of data  
from multiple suppliers into  
its centralized database. 
The  PortX Partner Manager 
solution  we deployed 
automated the  company’s 
supply chain and data  
channels to create a 
streamlined  process for 
partner management
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Tracking start-to-finish 
Complete end-to-end tracking allows you 
to  monitor every step of your process. 
Alerting  ensures you’re always aware of 
the status of data  transactions with 
simplified errors that help you  diagnose 
problems quickly. 
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Transaction designer 
• Quick views into transactions and complete  
routing rules. 
• Visually design transaction flows without 
ever leaving the page. 
• Transform data with DataSonnet. 
• Develop reusable templates for efficient 
target and source configuration. 

PortX Talend 
architecture 
PortX Partner Manager is 
architected to directly 
integrate with Talend. 
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